
 

Duplo DF 920 Paper Folder
[DF920]

 Your Price: $5,300.00
 

Prices and specifications are subject to change. Click the link
to view the latest information: Duplo DF 920 Paper Folder

With six popular pre-programmed folds and a multitude of custom folds, crisp and accurate
folding for a variety of applications is accessed at the touch of a button.

The DF915 is also available. It has the same specifications except it comes without the
silencing covers

Let Duplo's DF-920 fully automatic tabletop folder take care of all your folding needs. High-speed
folding up to 280 sheets per minute has never been easier! With six popular pre-programmed folds and
a multitude of custom folds, crisp and accurate folding for a variety of applications is accessed at the
touch of a button.

Unique sound absorbers inside the machine dramatically reduce the amount of sound not only when
folding but also when fold stoppers are moving. This makes the high-speed DF-920 ideal for all
businesses and organizations.

The patented feed system ensures reliable feeding and accurate folds for a wide range of paper sizes,
weights, and stocks. No manual adjustments are needed, as the DF-920 automatically recognizes five
popular paper sizes: letter, legal, ledger, 1/2-letter, and 1/2-legal. When powering back on, the fast set-
up mode allows the DF-920 to automatically recall the last job.

Simply load the automatic elevating feed tray with up to 500 sheets, select the fold type, and hit start.
A four-digit counter may be set to ascend or descend. Additionally, the batch mode allows the operator
to input the exact number of sheets to be folded in each batch.

The Duplo DF-920 is the fastest, most easy to use tabletop folder for all applications demanding speed
and precision folding.

Fully Automatic Tabletop Folder
High-speed folding up to 280 sheets per minute
Sound absorbers ensure quiet operation
Six popular pre-programmed folds: Single Fold, Double Fold, Half Accordion Fold, Letter Fold,Accordion
Fold,Brochure Fold
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Special "cross folding" for right-angle folds
Two programmable memory settings for custom folds

PAPER SIZE (WxL): Max. 11.7" x 17" Min. 5.1" x 7.2"
PAPER TYPE: Bond, NCR, some coated and card stock
PAPER WEIGHT: 16 to 80 lb.
FOLD TYPES: Single, double, half accordion, letter, accordion, brochure, right-angle*, custom folds
PAPER FEED TRAY CAPACITY: Up to 500 sheets (17 lb. paper)
SPEED: Up to 280** sheets per minute
PAPER FEED METHOD: Patented friction feed with skew correction
PAPER FEED TRAY: CONTROL FUNCTION Paper presence detection, automatic ascend/descend
PAPER SIZES FOR AUTOMATIC PAPER SETTINGS: Letter (8.5" x 11"), Legal (8.5" x 14"), Ledger (11" x
17"), 1/2-Letter (5.5" x 8.5"), 1/2-Legal (7" x 8.5")
PAPER FEED ERROR DETECTION FUNCTIONS: Misfeed, paper jam
COUNTER: 4-digit ascending and decending counter
OTHER DETECTION FUNCTIONS: Opening/closing top cover; side cover; paper ejection section cover
with/without folding plates 1,2
ENERGY SAVING FUNCTIONS: LCD backlight automatic OFF, power still ON alert
In use 42.76" x 20.63" x 19.57"
In storage 25.91" x 20.63" x 19.57"
* 14 to 28 lb. paper
** Varies upon paper size and type of fold
Production rates are based on optimal operating conditions and may vary depending on stock and
environmental conditions.

Features

Folds up to 280 sheets per minute
Max Paper Size: 11" x 17"
Min Paper Size: 4 1/4" x 5 1/2"
Max Paper Weight: 90
Min Paper Weight: 13
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Auto Fold Settings: 6
500 Sheet feed Hopper capacity
Auto recognize five paper sizes: Letter, Legal, Ledger, 1/2 Letter, and 1/2 Legal
Fast set-up mode allows the DF-920 to automatically recall the last job
A four-digit counter may be set to ascend or descend
Batch mode allows to input the exact number of sheets to be folded in each batch
Select between a 3, 5, or 10-second delay in between each batch
Sound absorbers ensure quiet operation
Feed tray automatically lifts to start position
Automatic setting for six popular folds with electronic fine adjustments
Automatic jam detector immediately stops operation
Two programmable memory settings for custom folds
Stacker rollers automatically adjust to paper size and fold type
"Cross folding" for right-angle folds
Batch Mode capability
Easy-to-read control panel
Ascending and descending counter

Specifications

          Setup Auto
Minimum Paper Size 4-1/4" x 5-1/2"
Maximum Paper Size 11" x 17"
Minimum Paper Weight 16
Maximum Paper Weight 80
Folding Speed 280 Sheets per Minute
Fold Types double
Fold Types trifold
Fold Types engineering
Fold Types half
Fold Types gate
Fold Types accordion
Fold Types cross
Fold Types custom
Paper Input Capacity 500 Sheets of 20#
Paper Feed Friction
Fold Sets No
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Page Counter Yes
Power 100 - 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 1.4 - 0.7A (95 W)
Size 19.57 H x 42.76 W x 20.63 D
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